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• In the last two weeks, public confidence in New Zealand’s largest
government agency, the Department of Work and Income (Winz) has
been in freefall. By most people’s standards, $165,000 for the charter of
airplanes to take 140 managers to a conference at a resort hotel near Taupo is
an outrage. The news revelations, however, have quickly opened up the whole
debate on the style and future of this essential public service.

• The Winz department is only nine months old, after being created in the merger
of the NZ Employment Service and Income Support. Opposition MPs have been
battling Winz on issues of accountability ever since it started. But with news of
the chartered flights to Taupo, they have struck a resounding chord of outrage
at public sector extravagance amidst an organisation dedicated to serving New
Zealand’s poorest. While the media feeding frenzy has focussed on chief
executive Christine Rankin — her earrings, and even the shortness of her
dresses — the Winz revelations have quickly ingrained themselves into the
folklore of the New Zealand underclass. The humiliating effect on Winz staff
morale is obvious ... and will take years to rebuild.
All eyes this week will be on the State Services Commission when Michael
Wintringham reports on the plane charter affair and Christine Rankin’s future.

• Beyond this media whirlpool ... the public attention has also started to focus on
the pragmatic questions that need to asked at this time:

— Is the new Winz agency achieving its own stated outcomes and key performance
indicators?

— How did this culture of corporate extravagance get established?
— How widespread is this behaviour in other government agencies?
— What has stopped managers within the public service speaking out publicly

about all this before?
— How do we rebuild confidence in this essential public service?
• Labour’s Social Welfare and Employment spokesman Steve Maharey has led

the Opposition ranks in firing up the Winz debate. Maharey believes we are
watching the collapse of the values of a “public service” in New Zealand. He
connects the present problems with Winz to a long line of difficulties in public
sector organisations extending from Cave Creek to ACC to the New Zealand
Qualifications Authority.  Maharey also points out that we were warned of these
difficulties in 1997 by the eminent public policy academic, Professor Allen
Schick.
In his report, The Spirit of Reform, Shick warned that the kinds of changes taking
place in the New Zealand public service “may diminish public-regarding values”,
including values such as “the trust that comes from serving others, the sense
of obligation that overrides personal interest, the professional commitment to do
one’s best, the pride associated with working in an esteemed organisation, and
the stake one acquires from a career in the Public Service...”
In the last fortnight, Maharey, Rod Donald and other opposition colleagues,
editorial writers, and a host of other commentators ... have all thrust such
“public-regarding values” into the front line of issues for the coming general
election.

• In this special issue of The Jobs Letter, we provide an essential summary of the
events of the Winz crisis as they have unfolded.
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“Excessive spending by Wo
and Income on the televis
campaign and on the air
charter show how a sickne
has crept into state sector
management...”
— Jim Anderton, Alliance

leader.

“That’s the nature of
bureaucracy. They are inc
to spend money. That’s w
we have ministers.”
— Bill Birch, Minister of

Finance

“For goodness sake, how
many people at Winz have
authority to sign off an air
charter costing $165,000?
When ministers propose tr
far less expensive than tha
they have to get cabinet
approval — which is
sometimes turned down.”
— Peter Wilson, political

columnist, The Daily Ne

“Winz, in the present econ
climate, faces difficulties in
actually getting people into
work or training them for
anything but menial, low-p
jobs. But when you’re hirin
planes to go to Taupo, it ra
fundamental questions of
philosophy and direction ..
— Mike O’Brien, Social Po

lecturer, Massey Univer
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6 July 1999
• Labour’s Steve Maharey lodges a written parliamentary question,
asking if Winz had chartered a plane for a training course, and at what
cost.

14 July 1999
• According to Maharey, Winz Minister Peter McCardle has written
back to him saying the charter information is not available. Maharey:
“It is clearly a delaying tactic.”

16 July 1999
• News reports reveal that Winz used chartered planes and
scheduled flights costing $165,000 to take 140 staff to a training
course in Taupo in early June.
The flights included a Whisper jet and a Dash-8 belonging to Ansett,
which does not normally fly to Taupo. The staff came from as far afield
as Kaitaia and Invercargill. They were flown to Wellington on sched-
uled flights then transferred onto the charter flights to Taupo.
Roy Carmichael, a Taupo airport official, says he tried to find out who
was on the aircraft so he could welcome them when they arrived, and
was warned not to ask any questions about the passengers because
they required “privacy”.
The training course was held at the exclusive Wairakei Resort Hotel,
which has a nine-hole golf course, heated pool, gym, sauna, and
tennis and squash courts. It usually costs $174 a night for a room at
the resort, although The Dominion says that Winz paid $115 per night,
not including dinner.
• Winz reveals that a female manager is suspended on full pay for
misleading management over the level of spending on the chartered
flights.
• Winz Minister Peter McCardle summons Christine Rankin to his
office, saying he considers it unacceptable for a government depart-
ment to charter aircraft for staff trips. He expects a full report next
week. McCardle: “As Winz Ministers, both Roger Sowry and myself
insist that there be full accountability for any deficiencies in Winz
administrative processes and for prompt action to be taken where
necessary...”
• Opposition party critics say that the plane charter is just the tip of
the iceberg on Winz. Green co-leader Rod Donald demands a full
inquiry into Winz’s financial and management practices. Donald:
“Rankin has spent millions on mock wedding breakfasts, roadshows,
corporate videos, new wardrobes made overseas, and rebranding
offices...”

17 July 1999
• A second conference for 120 staff at the Wairakei Resort Hotel
scheduled for next week is postponed. Steve Maharey says that the
package put together by the hotel included transport, accommodation,
food and a black tie dinner.
• Winz spokeswoman Kate Joblin says the conference has been
postponed because it was being run by some of the senior managers
needed for the chartered flights investigation. Joblin clarifies that the
cancellation of the conference cost Winz $2,440 in fees to the
Wairakei Resort Hotel, and not $40,000 as reported by opposition
party critics. The conference will still be held, but Joblin was unsure of
when.

19 July 1999
• The Audit office and Winz executives meet to determine the terms
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assurances about the costs and was given certain responses on
numerous occasions. But what I was told was not true...”
Rankin says she makes no apology for training and communicating
with staff, and says that her department is no different to any other
public or private company. She says that the intense training of the
last year was due to the merger of NZES and Income Support.
Rankin: “We had a whole culture to turn around...”
• Winz Ministers Roger Sowry and Peter McCardle release their
letter to the State Services Commission. It says: “We wish to record
the government’s view that any inappropriate expenditure associated
with management conferences in a public sector organisation would
be unacceptable, as would be any deficiencies with regard to financial
control...”
• Alliance social welfare spokesman Grant Gillon claims that
Christine Rankin starred in a “Michael-Jackson-type performance at a
senior manager’s conference, dressed in an extravagant costume and
descending from the ceiling on a flying rig.” He compared the
performance to a similar stunt performed in NZ two years ago by the
popstar Michael Jackson at a concert where he also danced in front of
a video showing world leaders of the 20th century. Gillon: “It appears
there is something rotten in the state of Winz. Senior staff in our public
service, funded by tax-payers money, seem to think it is appropriate to
behave like the court of Louis XVI...”
• Act social welfare spokeswoman Muriel Newman calls for Winz to
state publicly how many jobs its current advertising campaigns were
creating. Newman: “In order for Winz to gain back the confidence of
taxpayers, employers and prospective employees it must also prove
that its current ‘big spending’ initiative on a long television media
campaign, is achieving results. NZ’ers on benefits who need real jobs,
the country’s employers and taxpayers are rightly feeling let down by
Winz’s spending sprees. They deserve to know that the biggest
government department in the country is not wasting money...”
• Christine Rankin appears on the Holmes show on TV One. She
defends her expenditure on management conferences, saying that the
department needs to invest in its staff. Rankin: “It was a very, very
important training course for them and, yes, I absolutely accept that I
was misled and something happened that I’m not pleased about ...”
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EXPENDITURE UNDER FIRE
MERGING INCOME SUPPORT and the Employ-

ment Service into Work and Income NZ cost about
$48 million but it is expected to generate savings of
about $74 million over five years.

Some of the expenditure for which Winz has
come under fire includes:
• $80,000 for a conference discussing the merger
during which a mock wedding reception was held.
• $90,000 for finding a new name and logo only to
find that the Maori name it chose, Manaaki Tangata
(looking after ourselves) was already being used by
the Alcohol Advisory Council.
• $2.3 million on branding the new agency, in-
cluding $110,000 for operation design, $810,000
for developing a corporate identity and $1.4 million
for signs.
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• Christine Rankin will not chair the disciplinary hearing on the fate
of the senior manager accused of misleading her over the charter
flights. But she is still likely to make the final decision on the woman’s
employment, despite Rankin admitting that she herself signed off most
of the $165,000 bill. The hearing will be run by “an independent
outside person”, chosen by Winz, who will make a recommendation
on the future of the manager.
Lawyer for the “suspended and scapegoated” manager, Peter Cullen
told The Dominion that his client did not mislead Ms Rankin. “Christine
Rankin knew what she was doing ... Ms Rankin initiated the whole
thing.” He says his client had simply followed instructions. He warned
that an Employment Tribunal appeal would be “on the cards” if the
outcome was unsatisfactory.
• Labour’s Steve Maharey repeats his call for Christine Rankin to be
suspended while the Audit Office and the State Services Commission
completed their investigations. Maharey: “The approval of the
$126,000 places her firmly in the frame. It follows that she should not
be in a position to judge her subordinate’s performance because she
has a personal interest in ensuring that the subordinate bears
responsibility for the mistake in judgement...”
• Media attention focusses on the high cost of consultants to Winz.
Example: Consultus public relations consultant Robert Brewer has
been contracted full-time to Winz since it was set up in late 1998.
Industry sources quoted in the New Zealand Herald say that public
relations consultants in Wellington were normally charged out at $200-
$300 an hour, although some cost more. Said one: “It’s the govern-
ment gravy train which drives prices up to that level...”
• Labour’s Invercargill MP Mark Peck says that Winz approved an
extravagant $64,180 budget for a one and a half day hui in his
electorate which “achieved nothing and served only as a time for
meeting people and renewing friendships...” Information on the hui
was supplied anonymously to Peck by a participant. Peck says the
agenda shows that the hui was dedicated entirely to “relationship
building”. The budget included $1600 for two “TVNZ television
personalities” to act as motivational speakers. $54,880 of the budget
was allocated to airfares.
Peck: “It is hard to understand why Invercargill was chosen as only 12
Winz staff in the area identify themselves as of Maori descent. As an
MP I am in constant contact with Winz trying to access the meagre
assistance available to my constituents. This money would be much
better spent on them and on improving the skills of and finding jobs for
the unemployed ...”
• The parliamentary Social Services select committee releases its
report into the 1999/2000 Winz spending estimates. Their report lists a
number of serious concerns about Winz customer services, including
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THE "DANGER ZONE" VIDEO
The Dominion reported on the “danger zone”

video, after it was described by an anonymous Winz
manager who was present at the screening at the
Logan Campbell Centre in April.

The video, seen by a reporter, shows footage of
yachtsman Sir Peter Blake sailing high seas in the
Enza catamaran during the 1994 Round the World
yacht race. The footage, taken from the Blake video
No Latitude for Error, ends with a clip of a wind-
blown Ms Rankin in full-length, fur-trimmed silvery
coat climbing a ladder at the end of a wharf at
Karaka Bay as if she had been dropped off by Enza.
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25 July 1999
• Three government agencies have cancelled conferences at
exclusive North Island resorts, following the Winz controversy. The
Sunday Star Times reports that other departments are trying to avoid
embarrassment over their own spending.  Two departments have
cancelled conferences at Wairakei Resort and one has cancelled a
gathering at the Grand Chateau hotel in the central North Island.
Wairakei Resort sales manager Cathy Guy says: “They are becoming
wary now. They had already made their minds up. Given the circum-
stances, we quite understand the reasons why...” Guy would not name
the departments involved, but one had booked 32 rooms and the other
75 rooms. Twin rooms cost $110 a night.
• TV3 News shows a clip from a Winz promotional video in which
Christine Rankin says: “My expectation is that we don’t think so much
about ourselves and our own level of comfort but we think about our
customers and what is best for them, and that’s certainly going to be a
central part of Winz...”

26 July 1999
• PM Jenny Shipley, who was visiting Asia when the Winz row
flared up, launches into a defense of how Christine Rankin and others
have transformed welfare in New Zealand. Speaking at the Federated
Farmers annual conference, Shipley says social welfare staff used to
be “a bunch of jandal-wearing, bermuda shorts unfocussed individu-
als”, but Winz staff now have the skills to talk to beneficiaries about
their future. Shipley, a former Minister of Social Welfare, says that the
transformation of attitudes to welfare in this decade is one of the
significant untold stories in NZ politics today. Shipley: “Media don’t
think it’s a good story — they’re more interested in 100,000 bucks...”
• The UNITE union, which represents beneficiaries and low income
workers, disputes the Prime Minister’s comments that there has been
a huge improvement in welfare services over the past decade. A
spokesperson, Caroline Hatt, says beneficiaries are intimidated by the
Winz corporate image and says that often beneficiaries can’t get
through to new call centres, and sometimes wait weeks for a face-to-
face meeting.
• The New Zealand Herald reports that the controversial course at
Wairakei Resort Hotel cost Winz $247,000 or $1,764 a head.
• Green co-leader Rod Donald calls on PM Jenny Shipley to
investigate spending by other government departments on confer-
ences, training videos and advertising, after the reports that three
agencies have cancelled their conferences at North Island resorts.
Donald: “Winz was only the tip of the iceberg. We now know that the
culture of extravagance is prevalent throughout the state sector...”
Donald reports that the Children Young Person and their Families
Agency has spent $140,000 on two conferences in the past 14
months. He says that one conference had a banquet with an open bar
and staff in fancy dress with a Back to the Future theme.
• Later in the day, a furious Mrs Shipley tells reporters that she was
sick of incidents like the Winz case undermining the “good work done
in the state sector”. She also endeavours to shift the focus of the
debate from the government to Mr Wintringham of the State Services
Commission.
Shipley: “I want an explanation and I want to know who’s going to be
held to account [...] The only thing we can hold the state sector to
account is to hold the chief executive of the State Services Commis-
sion to account. The Prime Minister recommends to the governor-
general who the state services commissioner should be. The State
Services Commissioner then hires and fires all of the chief executives
in the state sector...”

27 July 1999
• The Dominion reports that Christine Rankin could lose up to
$30,000 of her $250,000 salary package because of the chartered
planes affair. The paper quotes “sources close to the State Services
Commission” in saying that the embattled Winz chief was not
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• Caroline Lampp, General Manager of the Waiapu Anglican Social
Services reports that early childhood providers have had considerable
stress and difficulty this year as a result of a new subsidy system that
Winz has introduced. She says that the new system, operating since
February of this year, replaced “a reasonably working system” that
used to reimburse early childhood centres. The new system, she says,
has meant that many families have landed with a debt at Winz that is
incorrect, and many centres have been paid incorrectly. She says that
both the early childhood providers, and the families whose children
they look after, have been trying to tell Winz all year that the new
system doesn’t work.
Lampp: “Winz is a government agency. It is there to provide help for
low-income and beneficiary families. What it is doing in many
instances is, in fact, placing more stress on these people, as they try
to work their way through the bureaucratic systems that Winz has set
up...”
• Alliance MP Grant Gillon claims in parliament that the partner of
Winz chief executive Christine Rankin was paid $9,000 to help set up
the controversial staff training conference at the Logan Campbell
centre in Auckland.

28 July 1999
• In a letter to The Dominion, State Services Commissioner Michael
Wintringham says that he disputes the Dominion’s impression that he
had “made up his mind” about Christine Rankin’s performance.
Wintringham: “At the heart of my review is an employment relationship
between me and Ms Rankin. I intend to ensure that due process is
observed in the course of my review and that the facts of this matter
are considered outside the heat and confusion of public debate. Ms
Rankin is entitled to nothing less...”
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COMPUTER GLITCHES
AS PART OF THE merger of the Employment

Service and Social Welfare’s Income Support sec-
tion, Work and Income NZ must merge or modify
several major computer systems, including the
$50.63 million SWIFTT benefit payment system
and SOLO, the $31 million Employment Service
job-seeker registration and case-management sys-
tem. It is also working on the $38 million Focus
project to tie benefit assessment, payment, training
and employment into one system, allowing case
management by frontline staff.

Adam Gifford in the New Zealand Herald reports
that staff disaffection with the present computer
system is detailed in discussion documents posted
in March at www.winzsuccess.gen.nz by Synergia,
a consultancy hired by Work and Income NZ to
develop a “success model” for the new department.
Among the IT problems identified by Synergia were
information systems not talking to one another,
referral technology which did not talk between case
managers who look after the beneficiaries, and
work brokers who liaise with employers.

Consultant Miles Shepheard reported that in all
sites visited, staff reported technology difficulties
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SELECT COMMITTEE CONCERNS
IN THE MIDST of the Winz media feeding
frenzy, the PARLIAMENTARY SOCIAL
SERVICES SELECT COMMITTEE released
its report on the 1999/2000 Winz estimates.
In the report, the committee listed a number
of “serious concerns” about the running of
the department. Some key points:

ON THE MERGER
The integration has encountered some difficul-

ties in the initial phase but the department is well
ahead of schedule with the merger of former Income
Support and NZES sites. Sixty- four sites have been
integrated to date and it is expected that 71 more
sites will be integrated by 1 October 1999. This will
leave approximately 10 remaining sites to be inte-
grated.

A total of 113 staff have been made redundant as
a result of the merger. This included 42 managers,
53 frontline and frontline support staff and 18
corporate staff.

ON CUSTOMER SERVICE
While we believe that personalized customer

service is a good concept, we are concerned at the
high level of case-manager turnover. This can work
to undermine some of the major benefits that result
from the case-manager model. Another problem
that can result from this model is a lack of flexibility
in the service. Customers can experience difficulties
in receiving satisfactory service when their own
case-manager is not available due to illness or for
other reasons.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that there have
been a number of problems in the area of customer
service within Winz, particularly since the integra-
tion. This was greatly exacerbated early in 1999
when Winz took over the processing of student
allowances. The type of problems that appear to
have been occurring routinely have included lost
files and/or parts of files, long waiting times at call
centres and customers receiving conflicting infor-
mation from different staff members.

Winz deals with a large number of clients with a
range of different needs and it is inevitable that
there will be some human error. However, we are
concerned about the high level of error that seems
to be occurring in the organisation. We urge Winz to
address these issues and look at ways to minimise
these problems.

ON STAFF CASELOADS
We have had concerns in the past about the
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and asked if this issue had been addressed in the
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Ministry of Maori Development, Transfund, TVNZ, the Army and the
Navy were listed as booking the 10-seat tables. On figures detailed in
the papers, the total cost to the taxpayer was about $50,000. The
corporate tables offered the best seats at the lectures (with a company
name on the table), a celebrity breakfast or a VIP corporate luncheon,
plus 10 subscriptions to The Leadership Newsletter.
The lectures featured former Russian leader Mikhail Gorbachev, US
Gulf War commander-in-chief General Norman Schwarzkopf and US
corporate downsizer Al “Chainsaw” Dunlap. Mr Dunlap earned his
nickname by restructuring companies, selling off non-core business,
firing staff, and then moving on himself.
The papers were leaked by a member of the function’s sponsors, the
NZ Institute of Management. The businessman told The Dominion that
he was annoyed at reports of extravagant spending by Winz. He says
he did not attend the seminar because “it was way out of my league...”

29 July 1999
• Winz national benefit crime manager Joan McQuay tells The
Dominion that the public is only seeing one side of Christine Rankin,
whom she describes is a “visionary leader whose goal is to make
every beneficiary in NZ feel worthwhile.” Mrs McQuay describes how
her own life was transformed after meeting Rankin in 1981. At the
time, McQuay had spent 5 years on the domestic purposes benefit,
telling the paper that “I was a bad ex-nuptial mum.”
Mrs McQuay says she was speaking out in defense of Ms Rankin
because she was sick of anonymous criticism from within Winz.
McQuay: “I think it is important for somebody to put their name to
something and to stand up and be counted. I hate all this subterfuge,
people saying things and not putting their names to it ...”
• Winz Minister Roger Sowry tables documents in parliament
confirming that 18 Winz staff attended the Masters in Business
seminar in Auckland. Winz manager Helene Quilter says that the
department took the “cheapest” seats at $295-$395 a head, and not
the $675 seats as was reported.
• In parliament, Speaker Doug Kidd rebukes MPs for making
allegations not backed up by evidence. Two days beforehand, Mr Kidd
subtly criticised Alliance MP Grant Gillon warning his credibility was on
the line over claims he was making about Winz. Kidd: “A new provision
may be needed in parliament’s rules constraining an MP from making
allegations against other MPs, public servants or members of the
public.”

30 July 1999
• The Synergia website with discussion documents highlighting staff
concerns at Winz has been taken down from the internet, after the
New Zealand Herald drew attention to it last week.
John White, Winz general manager of strategy and capability, says
that the documents were five months old and circumstances had
changed. He also denied claims by a beneficiaries advocate that some
of the formulas in the system for calculating benefits were wrong.
White: “We’re paying out $12 billion a year in government money, and
it is critical those formulas are right and people get the right entitle-
ment...”
• Newspapers report that Winz has announced plans to absorb the
the Community Employment Group (CEG) unit into the Winz manage-
ment structure. Last October, CEG was one of the units brought into
the new department from the Department of Labour. Since that time,
community groups and mayors around NZ have been calling for CEG
to remain as a separate identity within Winz.
Don Farr of FinSec - the union representing employees of Winz’s
Community Employment Group says that CEG was one of the jewels
in the Department of Labour’s crown. Farr: “It was copied around the
world for its effectiveness in responding to community needs. Unlike
Winz staff, CEG staff don’t find jobs or manage benefits. They are
skilled people who work with community groups to promote ventures
that, long term, may result in jobs. They fear their effectiveness will be
stifled inside a bureaucratic, dysfunctional department, with question-
able management practices...”
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WHY ARE OUR PUBLIC
SERVANTS "UN-NAMED"?

PERHAPS ONE OF THE more disturbing trends
in media reports in the last two weeks has been the
number of news items based on reports from “un-
named” managers or people “who did not wish to be
identified”.

Some political commentators have said that this
is a symptom of the new corporatised public service
which fears disciplinary action if the employees
speak out.

The code of conduct issued to Winz employees at
the establishment of the new department is clear on
the rules governing employee relations with the
news media. It says: “Response to media inquiries
or any other external communication (press or
publication article) should only be made by the chief
executive or those to whom permission is specifi-
cally granted by the chief executive.”

The original code of conduct was also specific
about what it terms “political participation” by
employees. According to the code, any employee
“intending to particpate or already participating in
a political organisation” was to “first inform and
discuss this with their manager to ensure that there

are no conflicts between their responsibilities and
duties as an employee of the department and their
responsibilities and duties to another organisa-
tion”.

Chris Trotter of the NZ Political Review is critical:
“When these rules were revealed, Winz hastily re-
treated ... but nothing could better illustrate the
totalitarian ambitions of the new department than
this attempt to restrict the citizen’s right to engage
in political activity. The loyalty of the workforce
must be undivided: no other organisation or ideo-
logical system can be permitted to intrude itself into
the department’s corporate culture...”

• In the wake of the chartered planes crisis,
Winz employees have shown concern at news that a
private detective has been hired to investigate the
affair. Winz spokeswoman Kate Joblin, however,
told The Dominion that her organisation was not
attempting to find people who had spoken to the
media. When asked what would happen to any staff
members that the department believed had spoken
to the media, Ms Joblin said the question was
irrelevant as “no one was being hunted ...”
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“ The rationale behind Winz’s creation — that providing
unemployment benefits and advertising job vacancies fit
naturally together — has been lost in a welter of waste. Any
efficiencies of the new arrangement were soon overshadowed
by the controversy of the Winz $1.5 million campaign against
benefit crime. The organisation became best known not for the
quality of its help but for encouraging people to dob in
beneficiaries thought to be rorting the system.
“ It is therefore ironic that the people in charge of Winz are
facing scrutiny over their calls on taxpayer funds. Rather than
concentrate on competent delivery of its primary services, Winz
has embarked on a corporate spending spree. It has dissipated
$250,000 in trying to counteract criticism. That has been totally
counterproductive. Indeed, it has guaranteed more flak for the
ailing organisation...”
— editorial in The Christchurch Press 21 July 1999

“ The ‘dob-in-a-beneficiary’ campaign cost Winz $1.5 million to
track down bludgers. In damage control to cover this, and other
departmental gaffes, whinging Winz spent a quarter million
dollars to justify/explain/and excuse their blunder. Perhaps Winz
‘think big’ directors, in wasting huge sums of money, are more
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“The focus all the way through is superficial rather than
substance. They’ve got the colour schemes right but the
computers don’t work. They run the television advertisements,
but the phone lines are clogged.
“When you run through the list of spending it all points to
appalling practice that the two Winz Ministers should have
stopped very quickly. It’s not good enough to say they don’t
have responsibility for operational matters...”
— Rod Donald, Green Party co-Leader

“Ms Rankin runs a corporation. Such terminology was once
confined to a private enterprise. She evidently runs it with
charisma. That was once confined to preachers in born-again
religions. Faced with the current storm of criticism she’s sticking
to her guns. “I lead this place with a passion, “ she said, adding,
“I intend to continue leading it with a vengeance.” Vengeance
against whom was not explained...”
— Rosemary McLeod, Broadside columnist, The Dominion

“Corporate profile? The public does not care about corporate
profiles. It cares about the organisation fulfiling its purpose:
bringing together jobs and those who need them, or, if that is
not possible, ensuring that those entitled to benefits receive
them in efficient fashion [...]
“This branding is nonsense, and all the energy and money
expended on it, has to stop. The public service once had a
reputation for taking advantage of the taxpayer at the bottom
end of the pay scale. Now it seems it is those at the top end of
the pay scale who have forgotten who they work for...”
— editorial in New Zealand Herald 22 July 1999

“Let’s not disparage Winz too much. There’s a refreshing
zaniness about the logic that it creates jobs by producing a
television commercial showing how it creates jobs. Even better
is the method of creating jobs by producing a commercial
showing how it will create jobs by producing a commercial that
will show it how it creates jobs. Is this the start of an infinite
regress?”
— Peter Durney, Cambridge (Letter to the Editor, New Zealand

Herald)

“To facilitate the commercialisation of this organisation, the old
culture of public service must be destroyed and the dangerous
concept of citizen entitlement rooted out forever. In the
department’s world, the unfortunate citizen stands before the
nattily dressed employee of the business as neither a customer
or a client, but as a “case” to be managed...”
— Chris Trotter, From the Left columnist, The Dominion
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